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Japan International Cooperation Agency

【Objective】 Participants enhance their capabilities in planning and implementing
effective programs for reconstruction and development at central government.
【Expected Results】
1. To deepen the understanding about the present situation and challenges in
Sub-Sahara Africa, and to clarify the needs for reconstruction and development in
respective countries.
2. To understand the concept, methodologies and practices of peace building, and
lean a lesson from the post war experience of Japan/Okinawa
3. To understand the means of effective management for development and
reconstruction projects
4. To understand the organizational structure, roles and functions of local
government in Japan, including the relation with the national government, and lean a
lesson from it
5. To present a report on the issues for improving the ongoing reconstruction /
development project in respective countries
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Target Countries：post-conflict francophone countries in Sub Sahara Africa

<Target Organization>
Department in charge of national reconstruction
and development planning at central government
<Target Group>
- Governmental officials of middle standing in
charge of national reconstruction and development
planning
- Officials having work experience of about 10
years

TARGET ORGANIZATION / GROUP

participants 　　／

Enhancement of Governance for Building Peace in Francophone Africa
仏語圏アフリカ平和構築

0984299

Feb.8.2010 ～ Feb.27.2010

2009～2011

1. Lecture
Outline of development assistance for Sub-Sahara Africa
Current situation of local governance in Sub-Sahara Africa
2. Lecture and Observation
Theory and practice of peace building
The experience of post war reconstruction: The case study of Japan and Okinawa
Okinawa's administration forcusing on peace issue
Observation of Okinawa Prefectural Peace Memorial Museum
3. Lecture and Exercise
Project Cycle Management and participatory development (PRA/PLA)
4. Lecture and Discussion
Japan's administrative agencies and Okinawa's community reconstruction
Discussion on the structure and function of the Government in the context of
reconstruction
5. Formulation of report
Formulating a proposal on the issues for improvement of reconstruction project
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Peace-building－Peace-building
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Tokyo University of Foreign Studies

【Objectives】
This　program　aims at training those who have a few-years working experience at
government or other public offices, international organizations or academic
institutions to make them possible to participate in conflict resolution, peace
building processes and conflict prevention through activities in research,
administration and international organizations.

【Outputs】
（１）Preparatory Study
（２）Acquiring the basic standpoints of conflict analysis along with the overall
orientation to peace-building
（３）Conflict Analysis
（４）Internship & Field Research
（５）Thesis Writing
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Target Countries：disputed countires are recommended  

【Target Organizations】 Ｔhe government,
governmental aid organizations, research
institutions, institutions of higher education such
as universities and international organizations that
cooperate with the government.
【Target Group】
・Beimg in charge of policy planning, policy
analysis and negotiation or those who are willing to
work  in the above field
・Having more than 3 years of fulltime working
experience.
・Those who pass the entrance exam of  TUFS
・Being sufficient in English (TOEFL score of 213
(CBT) or higher)
・Ｂｅｉｎｇ　aged between 26 to 35 years old

TARGET ORGANIZATION / GROUP

participants 　　／

Peace and Conflict Studies (Tokyo University of Foreign Studies)
平和構築・紛争予防（長期）

0981143

Feb.15.2010 ～ Mar.31.2012

2008～2010

（１）In PCS Seminar, the students examine various approaches to political and/or
violent conflicts, and learn how to structure their own research.
（２）During PCS Seminar II, students will simulate the specific actions they think
necessary to prevent or end the conflict and achieve peace in the area they chose.
（３）Students will either participate on internships or field research.
（４）Based on the knowledge and methods acquired during the 1.5 years, students
will complete their master's thesis.
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